Not your typical song and dance
’Flamenco Ole" is a mixture of traditional song,
dance and guitar music from Spain.lt is coming
to the Center for Performing Arts. Page 7

Family ties
Parents of gays and lesbians speak out about
their children as a part of Gay and Lesbian
Awareness Week. Below
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Sports

Taking aim at the
Forty Niners

For statistics lovers
Complete Spartan football statistics for the
1990 season. Page 8

George Allen brings his Long
Beach State troops into Spartan
Stadium on Saturday, and some
of the SJSU players are looking
forward to meeting him.
Page 8

Associated Press top 25
Michigan claims the honor of the top spot.
Page 8
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Affirmative action foe to hold reading
extra effort to recruit them.’

By Anthony Cataldo
Daily staff writer

Shethy Steele
N./1/ ntiI

T-shirt
revamped
for 1990

Shelby Steele, who has been in the
national spotlight for his opinions on race
relations, will hold a public reading on his
controversial new book tonight.
The reading from the SJSU associate
professor’s hook. "The Content of Our
Character: A New Vision of Race in
America." is expected to draw a crowd of
affirmative action supporters and opponents.
Steele is an opponent of affirmative
action and other programs that have been
enacted to try and increase the numbers of
minorities and underrepresented groups in
education, employment and other fields.
"I think that affirmative action has
shown itell to he more had than good and
110,A’ stand to lose more from
that black.,
, role in his hook.
it than iii-.mi.’

’We can’t accuse Shelby Steele of being a racist.’
Peter Michel.
Educational Opportunity Program associate director
"tinder affirmative action, the quality
that earns us (blacks) preferential treatment

is an implied inferiority," Steele wrote earlier this year in a New York Times magazine
article.
Steele, 44. is a member of the English
department and has been teaching at SJSU
since 1974. He has been on sabbatical for
two semesters and could not be reached for
comment.
However, his opinions seem to have
touched a nerve at SJSU.
Steele’s "argument would have led us to
abandon the Civil Rights movement!" wrote
Sterling Harwood. assistant professor of philirsirplis iii a letter hi tie Spartan Dail".

cancels
Spartan
traditions

By Leigh Ann Clifton
Daily staff writer

New additions to museum
double exhibition space,
give exterior modem look

paec 3

Parents, kids
talk about
homosexuality
By Laura DiNtascio
Daily staff writer

"Hie picots who spoke
hiililteit’s
Tuesday ahoin lie
dining a panel
hOMOSC
discussuin CWIt’ss4.11 the suite
pattern 01 emotnols: shock.
denial, guilt and eventually
acceptance.
’lies’ panel held
Pie
in the Student I Mon ( ivadalupe
Room was the only planned
event Tuemlay tor SJSt ns Hay
and Lesbian Awareness Week
See FAMILY. page

extol all irmative action’s positive

effects.
Student Affirmitive Action Director
Savander Parker refused to comment on
Steele’s appearance or his book.
"If you look at the School of Engineering. there may be one or two black faculty
members." said Jose Martinez, coordinator
of SJSU ’s Early Outreach program. "When
you ask why. the answer is that there aren’t
any qualified candidates. This is where
affirmative action comes in and says there
are and that iiti lust need to go out and put

No space
lift
face
gets
Art
Museum
Jose
San

By. I.eigh ann Clifton
Daily staff writer
Hoping to avoid a repeat of last
year’s fiasco with Homecoming Tshirts. changes were made in an
attempt to make the sale of the
1990 shins more successful.
The shirt has been totally
redesigned to attract potential buyers. said Blair Whitney. Homecoming committee vice-chairman.
They’ve also upgraded the quality
of the shins. he said.
The multi -colored shirt features
a large helmet vt ith the Spartanhead
symbol in the center of the design.
A small Tower Hall is at the top.
with this year’s theme. "Rockin’ in
the 90’s" above the helmet. Below,
are the words "Homecoming qxr
and a small tooth:ill.
Last year. a total of 1500 shirts
were ordered. said Jean Lenart.
Associated Students business
administrator. ’the shirts cost the
Homecoming committee S7.350.
About 500 were left unsold after
last year’s festivities.
The money to purchase the 191(9
shins was originally intended as a
loan to the Homecoming committee. Whitney said. When only twothirds of the shirts sold, he said the
A.S. chose to change their loan to a
contribution instead.
He said A.S. normally gives a
monetary comribution to Homecoming: and the decision Iasi year
was nothing unusual.
The 19/49 shirts had a "stale
design." Whitney said. This, combined with over-ordering, resulted
in A.S. being stuck with the unpurchased shins, he said.
This year Whitney hopes the
shirts will appeal to more people.
Seer-SHIRT

Harwood also said that Steele isn’t
well versed on the writings of Richard
Wasserstrom and Ronald Dworkin who

To others. however. Steele’s reasoning is
applauded.
Theresa Jacob, a member of SJSU’s College Republicans, said the student affirmative action program at SJSU should be
"gotten rid of completely" and that SJSU
"should look at people’s ability to succeed"
before enrolling them.
Peter Michel. Educational Opportunity
Program associate director. said "I think the
white establishment likes him (Steele)."
because he is a black man casting a negative vote on affirmative action. "We can’t
accuse Shelby Steele of being a racist."
A 7 p.m.. a hooksigning reception in the
Spartan Bookstore will precede the public
reading at H p.m. in the Music Concert
Hall. There is no attendance fee.
Spartan Daily City Editor Harry Alok
Loom/lairdin thi%

%Moe. public relaiiiins director liir the Sall Jose Srt Ahiseum. I rsula
Surgalski, shoos %% here old and new join together as part ()I’ the
region lotion of the dose ntow n structure. Part nithe rerun at ion
includes earthquake proofing of the joints.
Top right. ’led !Aso orth cuts pieces of steel as part of the
construction for the add itiim III the museum.

Photos by Ann Nelson

By Amanda Helen
Day staff writer
Ole change to the
Once a povi office and then a librai
San Jose Art Museum has become as [offline as the art
shows that appear there.
As hammers and table saws add life to the empty post -modem addition, next door the historic museum quietly sits, awaiting the opening of its new appendage.
The San Jose Art Museum plans to open its doors to the first
floor of the newly constructed addition in June 1991, five years
after plans began. said Ursula Surgalski. public relations director
for the museum. Money for the interior completion of the secixl floor is still being raised, she said.
The museum addition "quite a ’met!, building.- Surgalski said.
-The main focus, our mission stament, is to present art of our
time with a focus on national. regional. and international
eshihns.- Surgalski said about the museum.
"I think it’s beautiful.- said museum volunteer Patt Spalliero.
about the new edition. "It’s lust opening up so much." for downtown.
The new addition added 45.000 square feet which "more than
doubled our current exhibition space." according tel !iurgalski.
The high ceilings, natural light and story -length windows will
attempt to "promote a sense of space." she said.
The two story addition contains two outdoor sculpture courts,
one on each floor that look out to the St. Joseph’s Cathedral,
open area display floors and lobby entrance space.
The main entrance to the centrally located museum at market
and San Fernando Surds sell he m the Fairmont Plaza near the
bright colored Fairmont owned sculpture entenng into the first
floor of the museum which has the connection to the old building. exhibition and lobby space.
The second flow of the new building will house "natural sky.
light exhibits- with its sky lighted barrel-vaulted ceiling allowing
natural light for better sew ire, Surgalski said.
looking out the setond floor windows, a different vie% of
San Jose can he seen. It %CCM% to bring tknv mow n San Jose Imo
the museum as an architecture exhibit.
The completed exterior is a "posimodem looking addition"
which used earth iines for the exterior colors of the building "to
be cohesise is th the Fairmont Plaza." because the redevelopment agency wants a similar look among downtown buildings.
Surgalski said.
Funding for the addition is still neetkxl, hut much has been
done already, according to Surgalski.
-tax increment financing" was the main monetary source for
Nee MI’SEI ’M. page 8

The International Food Bazaar
and Homecoming Street Fair have
been cancelled because their usual
Seventh Street location is no longer
available and a suitable alternate
location couldn’t be found, according to Miguel Avila. chairman of
the inter-cultural steering committee.
The cancellation of the Bazaar. a
tradition at SJSU for the past 29
years. is "extremely disappointing."
said Lisa Desai, Associated Students director of inter -cultural
affairs.
The Bazaar was scheduled for
Oct. 24-25. The Fair, scheduled for
Homecoming Week had no firm
dales set.
Desai said other locations looked
at were the an quad. the 10-minute
parking area near the Event Center
and the Tower Hall lawn.
"Nobtxty’s willing to give us any
space for two days." she said. "We
Med ex er) w here.Pres ion* both es ems have

been held in the Seventh Street
area, between the Central (’lass rooms Building. Cafeteria and
Music Building.
The construction of a concrete
plaza and landscaping additions
trees, shrubbery and plants have
changed the area, leaving only limited open space available for
events.
Tbe Bazaar in past years has had
tent booths set-up m which different campus clubs prepare food
and/or beverages from different
cultures to sell to the public. It is
primarily attended by the SJSU
cony-manly.
the Bazaar was denied access tel
the Towel Hall lawn because there
was concern that the combined
impact of the drought and large
groups of people would do irreversible damage to the "award -winning landscaping." according to
Dan Buerger. executive assistant to
Fullerton
SJSt President
a pnmary fundraiser for certain clubs on campus." said Desai.
-Most of the clubs are really
ticked -4r by the caik.ellation.
Clubs that had participated in
past years could not be reached for
comment.
Buerger added. "les important to
going
tradition%
on
keep
campus...hut our first COnceM is tilt
the academic programs."
The lawn area would not he "a
good place.- he said. "Ifs one of
the few aesthetic places left On
See SEVENTH. page
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OPINION AND LETTERS

EDITORIAL

Banning Bart at school
ome elementary school
children are getting a lesson in
S censorship they didn’t count
on. It seems that principals in
California, Ohio, New Hampshire and
other states are banning Bart Simpson
T-shirts with the words,
"Underachiever and proud of it,
man.
The principals at these schools say
that Bart is sending a contradictory
message to the students.
They claim Bart says it is all right
to be an underachiever. This may be
true to some extent, although Bart
somehow seems to learn something at
the end of each episode.
But in a knee-jerk overreaction,
many of the principals have decided
to ban the shirt all together.
This move gives young students a
new message: Unpopular thought is
wrong, as is individualism. However,
when subjects like Bart Simpson are
treated like heresy. it may be doing
more harm than good.
Simpson has become a
Bart
martyr for freedom of
expression and may be the
Huckleberry Finn of the 1990s. He
symbolizes individualism in the
authoritarian environment of his own
school. His antics have won over a
number of fans both young and old.
Freedom of expression battles don’t
stop at elementary school. Recently, a
Hamilton County court struck a blow
for the freedom of expression, ruling
in favor of the Contemporary Arts

CAMPUS VOICE

Center in Cincinnati and its director,
Dennis Barrie. Barrie and the center
were found not guilty of obscenity in
displaying photographs of the late
Robert Mapplethorpe., which
included five homoerotic images and
two of children with genitals exposed.
We applaud the court’s decision to
uphold the right of artistic expression.
And in comparison to homoerotic
images, Bart Simpson T-shirts are
harmless.
n "The Simpsons," Bart’s Fox
TV animated program, the
fourth -grade brat defies authority
figures like his parents. his teachers
and, yes, even his principal. In some
respects. Bart has become a hero
because he has the courage to tell
authority figures how he feels, even at
the risk of getting into trouble.
Cartoonist Matt Groenig, creator of
"The Simpsons," says the show’s
mission is to offer a joke for the entire
family. But if some principals have
their way, they will have more of a
say in family decisions.
It used to be that parents decided
what their kids wore to school.
Schools shouldn’t overreach their
authority.
The public school should not be a
place mandate conformity within
reasonable bounds. Banning Bart
Simpson T-shirts goes beyond those
bounds.
Parents should decide what their
children wear to school, not school
principals.

1

KEVIN COUCH

The problems with liberals
Since coming to SJSU in 1987. I have particularly the children. Here lies one of
been continuously amazed by the talent of the inconsistencies in modern American
the majority of Spartan Daily writers. The liberal ideology.
It has long been an article of faith of a
students at SJSU take for granted the
excellent printing services that our sizeable portion of our society to rely on
journalism department utilizes to bring us traditional American character of
campus news. Given this. however. I have compassion to justify a quasi -socialist
also found myself amused at the blatant domestic agenda. Descendants of
bias of the Daily in both its reporting the Jeffersonian thought attempt to draw the
news and in the commentaries. I’d like to battle lines clearly between "haves" and
take this opportunity to address the "have-nots", between the rights of
ideology that the Daily has chosen to align property owners versus "human rights."
Knowingly or not, such simplistic
itself with.
Raul’s political cartoon. Forum. Oct. 2. forms of thinking are characteristic of
so epitomizes the traditional thinking of lowly peasants in medieval Europe or the
your newspaper. In a nutshell, the message modern Third World. Oh blessed ye who
I got from it was that an economic have not been tainted by liberal thinking!
The tendency for us to turn our backs
recession in the U.S. at this point would
have a detrimental effect on the homeless. on the marketplace and resort to a more

Corrections and amplifications
The Spartan Daily incorrectly
reported the sponsoring organization
for Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week
in the Tuesday issue. Staff for
Individual Rights is the organization
coordinating the various events
involved. In the same issue, an editor’s
error caused the incorrect rating for the
movie "Memphis Belle" to he reported.
The movie is rated "PG-13"
Due to an editor’s error in
Wednesday’s issue, the incorrect

starting date for the Camera 3
Cinequest film series was reported. The
series begins tonight.
Accuracy is as important as speed of
delivery in daily journalism. However.
in the collection and processing of
information. mistakes do occur.
Please bring all errors in the Spartan
Daily to the attention of Rob Neill.
Executive Editor, or Adam Steinhauer.
Managing Editor Editorial at (4(114)
924-3280.

LETTERS To THE EDITOR

Gay awareness week is absurd
Editor,
Gay awareness week is absurd!
Students
are
aware
that
homosexuals are people too and must
he tolerated.
Does the Gay. Lesbian and
Bisexual Alliance support this
awareness week in order to he the

center of attention and make itself
feel good?
Many people, including myself.
don’t care about the problems of the
gay community.
Why can’t we celebrate Columbus
day instead? Columbus did
"discover" the Americas and

encouraged other explorers to come.
Why can’t we have Bikini
Awareness week ,at least more
students would participate.
Carlo
.11

Falun( e

centrally -directed ’quasi -socialist
government role in society represents the
darker side of humah behavior. For
goi/erhibent to cradle iis atid place its
tentacles in our everyday lives is to
inherently assume that we aren’t capable
of responsibility. It’s the impulsive, the
passionate. the short-sighted side of us
that doesn’t trust the competitiveness and
will within us: it’s the killer of the human
spirit.
It represents the tendency of the present S&L mess. The administration minorities aren’t capable of achieving
government to npt set its citizenry free to and Congress deregulated the banking admission by merit?
live in autonomy of its intervention. Its industry but still secured the investments
Do you hear the war drums beating.
the side that treats us like children. Here made through these institutions through liberals? Do you sense that the final
lies a disposition to limit our economic Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. This was remnants of the fortress you built into the
freedom out of a fear that those who might an invitation to common crooks, who had American system is finally being
achieve a higher plateau of living than no loyalty to political parties. to invest dismantled? The conservatives have been
those who don’t try. In doing so. the peoples money in risky projects with the slow to counteract the manipulation by
leftists categorically want to give security of the American taxpayer liberals of the American people. but after a
excessive and undue "rights" to those in supporting them. Our system needs to decade of inspiration from Old Dutch
the outer -realm at the expense of the encourage investments, risky and sound, (Reagan). were finally fine-tuning his
middle and upper class.
but let the market. speculation and revolution. The conservative -led tax revolt
It’s like biting the hands that feeds us.
competition decide the outcome, not the in the House last week that rejected the
Have they no idea of the ramifications taxpayers.
budget "compromise" was truly a step in
of these methods they espouse? The
The S&L mess chiefly happened the right direction to refine the Reagan
redistribution of income does put money because we didn’t let the marketplace deal model. This has breathed new life in the
in the hands of low-income families, for with incompetence: The Congress and principles that Reagan wanted to
the short term. But this section of society administration provided a cozy haven with accomplish. hut never could a smaller.
will in the end be the hardest hit by the taxpayers’ money. The leftists, with their less intrusive Federal Government.
enactment, heaven forbid, of liberal friends in the press. ignited by the fact that
What drives the liberal mind? Their
economic policy. How can people coming money was made. naturally began harping goals are noble, their causes worthy: it’s
off welfare with little or no job-training on capitalism. Reagan and deregulation as the method of achieving their ends that’s
find a job at a good company that offers a enemies of apple pie and Chevrolet particularly disturbing. Surely. they
medical plan and decent wages when the without looking at what actually wouldn’t he driven by an essential end to
company’s too busy paying too many happened.
limit peoples freedom’? Would some of
taxes and can’t afford to expand and hire
Afro-Americans are perfectly able to the brightest minds of my generation be
new workers?
overcome adversity. as I am. to achieve a perpetuating policies that would have such
Another contradiction: The modern higher standard of living: it’s insulting to an adverse effect?
American liberal is plainly weary of them for society to still rely on affirmative
capitalism: yet it was this hesitancy action and quotas Iii further the interests
Kevin Couch is an Et onontics1Polificol
towards "capitalism** that is at the root of of minorities. Do liberals think that Science junior..

Do you hear the war drums beating,
liberals? Do you sense that the final
remnants of the fortress you built into the
American system is finally being
dismantled?
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Family: Children come out of closet
From page I
19440. hut it was p,,ssibly the most
powerful of them all.
It included 16-year-old Gina Ciuiterrez. a lesbian, and her parents
Brian and Gloria Leonard. Also. 31 year-old Ed Schultz. a gay man, and
his mother Carol Schultz spoke out.
The panel discussion focused on
the positive and negative aspects of
children coming out ot the closet to
their parents about their homosexuality. According to panel membets.
in the process ()I coining out parents
and children often reverse roles.
While the children are opening up.
the parents become more introverted and often question their children’s homosexuality.
Guiterrez. who is a Los Gatos
High School senior, said she first
came to terms with her sexuality
when she was 12 -years -old. Since
then she has been open with her
friends regarding her homosexuality. but the process with her family
wasn’t so easy.
"It took me three years to come
out to my parents because I was
afraid of what their reaction would
be." Guiterrez said.
When Guiterrez told her mother

that she was a lesbian, her mother
cried all night.
Her father’s reaction was a bit
more pragmatic.
"We lost our son four and a half
years ago. Si) my first reaction was,
’would you rather have a dead son
or a gay daughter:" he said. "Then
I reacted with disbelief because I
didn’t think she knew her real feelings about sexuality."
Brian said his main concern for his
daughter was the impact it would
have on her We and how much harder
things would he for her.
"Now after five or six months
many of the fears I had have gone
away." he said. "A lot of that is
because of the person she is."
The Schultz family went through
similar experiences when their son
Ed. a consultant 14 Hewlett Packard.
opened up about being gay.
"The first week after I came out,
my mother’s first reaction was that
she loved me because I am her son.
but she could never respect me or
my lifestyle." Schultz said.
"One of the hardest things I had
to deal with was the shattered
dream of no grandchildren." said
his mother. "Now. I do worry about
long-range commitments. I want

Sparta( uide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
TODAY
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE: Officer nomination meeting. 6 p m
Chicano Resource Center, call 280.6103
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT: Seminar L.S
Lerner of Cal State Long Beach on - Creationism in America. Why Should Scientists
Care?. 130 p.m.. Science Building Room
258. call 924-5244
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Last day to sign
up for Nutrition On The Go #320. 9 a m.430 p.m.. A.S. Business Office, call 9245961
ART DEPARTMENT GALLERY: Video Al
Series lecture. Manta Sturken ’Video History A Reconsideration 7 p m Art Buildmg Room 133. call 924-6330
SAACS: Lecture, Dr David Catlett Opportunities For Chemists at Texas Instruments.
2 30 p m . Duncan Hall Room 505. call 2534181
GAY AND LESBIAN AWARENESS WEEK:
Meeting Coming Out Stories 4 30-6 30
pm.SU Costanoen Rodht call 236-2002
SPARTAN ORIOCCI: (general meeting. 7
pm .SU Almaden Room, call 926-8493
SAN JOSE CENTER FOR LITERARY
ARTS: Reading by author SJSU Professor
Shelby Steele 8 p m Music Concert Hail
call 924-1378
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:
General Meeting, 5.30 p m. Chicano Resource Center. third floor Wahlquist Library
south. call 924-2707
. KARATE CLUB: Forming Kata and Kumite
teams to represent SJSU at UC Berkeley s
collegiate championships. 7 30-9 p m .
Sports Complex Room 202

FRIDAY
THE BLACK FACULTY AND STAFF ASSOCIATION: Welcome reception for new
faculty staff and students. 4 30-6 30 p m
Afro-American Building. call 924-4532
RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Weekly worship service, bible study and fellowship, 730 p m..
Duncan Hall Room 135. call 1415)948-0822
SJSU CONCERT CHOIR AND CHORALIERS: 1990 Debut concert conducted by
Dr. Charlene Archibeque, 8 30 p.m.. Church
of the five wounds. 1375 Santa Clara St. call
924-4332
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: General Meeting. 630 p.m . Dudley Moorhead
Hall Room 150 call 292-4052
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: $500
barn dance. 6 30 p m Grants Ranch. meet
at 31 S Ninth street call 924-7910
Animation Showing 4-8 pm Engineering
04t1Pflunl. call 924-8053.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
bENTER: Co-op orientation. 1 30 pin Student Union Almaden Room. call 924-6030
SAN JOSE THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT The opening week of Henrik Ibsen s
dramatic tragedy. A Doll House. 8 p m
the University Theatre located on Fifth and
San Fernando. call 924-4555 or 924-6370
GAY AND LESBIAN AWARENESS WEEK:
Terrace Dance for those 18 and over or college ID. $3. 9 p.m -I a m Sports Complex
Room 89. women s gym dance room. call
236-2002 or 924-6350

him to lind someone and be happy. According to Schultz. his mother
would sometimes take on the role
of matchmaker in his life.
"She would send me personal
ads that said things like guy. retired
75 -year-old man looking for mate."
said Schultz jokingly.
Both families said they got
through the crisis and the organization Parents and Friends of Lesbians
and Gays helped a lot.
"Parents F.L.A.G. helps you realize that it wasn’t anything you did
that made your son or daughter
gay." said Schultis mother. "It has
opened up avenues I never dreamed
of and now I’m friends with people
I would have never met before."
"What is said at a Parents
F.L.A.G. meeting stays there." said
Brian. " It helps you communicate
your feelings and observations
rather than he judgmental."
Brian said this was hard at first,
hut once he became used to Parents
F.L.A.G.. it allowed him to he open
with his feelings. Schultz said the
gay members also respond well to
Parents FLAG. meetings.
"As a gay person. seeing all those
parents there was a real lift just to
realize that these parents love their
kids as much as they do." he said.
By speaking in the panel discussion. Guiterrez and Schbltz said
they hope others xx ill learn from
their experience.
"My mom and my relationship is
fairly common." Schultz said. "There
was some turmoil at first hut then
eventualb things were resolved and
looked at in a positive way."
"I think it’s important to speak
out." Guiterrez said. "This way people realize that there are other people out there going through the
same thing."

T-shirt: New
design for 1990
From page I
"I N4anied to produce a shirt that I wanted to
buy.- he said. "They’re 100 percent. preshrunk cotton.- he said. "not the cheap ones."
Anyone purchasing a IWO shirt will receive
a 1989 shirt "I think its important to speak
out.- Guiterrez said. "This way people realize
that there are other people out there going
through the free. Whitney said. A table is set
U p outside the Student Union to sell shirts this
week.
Whitney said just 500 shins were ordered,
this year. at a cost of $3.44N1 They are heing
sold for $8 each. If all the shins are sold, there
should he a net pmfit of Sh110, he said. This
would go into a Homecoming account for nest
year. rather than reverting to the A.S. general
account.
Kevin Squires Daily staff photographer

Carol Schultz, left, and her son Max share a laugh

Seventh:
No bazaar
From page I
campus. The tOod lair is a [mi.(
messy event. It requires electricii
and all kinds of garbage facilitic-.
Referring to the Seventh Street run
ovations. Buerger said people need
to understand that "we don’t have
dial kind of (open) space anymore
to be that generous:*
"I’m surprised and disappointed
that people weren’t able to come up
with any creative ideas." Buerger
added.

About 200 ot these were pre -paid orders. he
said. "The people that trusted enough to preorder are the same ones that bought them last
year." I really appreciate all the faith that these
people have. I wouldn’t buy a shirt if I hadn’t
seen the design First." he said.

STUDENT COMPUTER
SPECIAL
Start The Year Off Right.
No Offer Can Beat This!
Complete System
No Add Ons-Everything You Need
COMPUTER
IBM Compatible 10MHz Intel 8088, Single 360K Floppy Drive, 20MB I lard
I r Amber Monitor, Enhanced Keyboard, 640K RAM

VOLLEYBALL
HEADQUARTERS

PRINTER
ca: I enter Quality, 180 CPS Draft, 4 Fonu, 20 Pnnt Stylea, High Resolution Text
Graphics, Single Sheet Feed, Continuous Tractor Feed, 10ft. Cable

OF THE SOUTH BAY

SOFI-WAREI
1)0S Operating System, Won1Star Professional Word Processor, Granuner Check,
Spelling Checker, Thesaurus, Forms Generator, Docurnaitation
IA STUDENT-LIFE WARRANTY
-I! Pots and Labor Warramy as Long As You Arc Attending San Jose Univenity As
A Full Time Student (One Year Minimum)

THE SOUTHBAYS VOLLEYBALL AND ACTIVE WEAR STORE
VOLLEY & BEACHWEAR -EQUIPMENT. TEAM SALES- RENTAL
ASICS
MIZUNO
-BODY GLOVE
SIDEOUT

Mtn V.ere.

n,vaie
280

8e, .vdo

101

.7:70;;C=1

903 EEL Camino

Spec

Diu.. fee Cash

Only $999.00

-TRU! .IC
-MOSSIMO
-CLUB
-SPALDING
-TACHIKAR;

51.029 27 fur All Vask MC. astel Dawn Cud
Limled Ttme Offer

Cornerstone Computers
2245 The Alameda, Santa Clara, CA. 95050
(408)241-2700
I 2 Mock.- South of Santa Clara University)

Mtn.View, CA (415) 968-4650

FREE TICKETS to

VISA AND MASTERCARDS AVAILABLE

GUARANTEED!
REGARDLESS OF PAST CREDIT HISTORY
NO CREDIT - BAD CREDIT - STUDENT

ENGLISH
Just for purc lasing any Modern English CD at
Slipped Disc you’ll be entered into a contest to
win tickets to the show at mai:Ilium on 10/16

RECEIVE A VISA AND OR MASTERCARD

NOW!

SLIPPED DISC
NEW, USED AND IMPORTS

CALL P.I.N. FOR DETAILS: 1-900-535-9800
EXT. 881
($2.00 PER MIN.)

750 WINCHESTER BI.VD. SUITE *4 (408)243-DISC (3472)

LISTEN TO ANY CD BEFORE YOU BUY

of

HERE COME
THE SPARTANS

SPARTAN VOLLEYBALL
HAS BEEN BUMPED
The volleyball match with defending NCAA
champion, Long Beach State has been
moved from the Event Center to Spartan
Gym (4th and San Carlos). The match will
still be held Friday, October 12 at 7:30pm.
The match with U.C. Irvine originally
scheduled for October 13 has been
changed to Sunday, October 14 at 5:00pm
in the Event Center. Volleybucks still get
YOU in free for the U.C. Irvine match. For
more information call the Event Center Box
Office at 924-FANS.

San Jose state football has been on the road.
During their trip the Spartans have made some
impressive road stops. Senior tailback, Sheldon
Canley set a new school record for yards rushing
in a game (253 vs UNLV). Senior quarterback,
Ralph Martini was named SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED’S "Offensive Player of the Week".
The defense was rated third in rushing defense,
and 15th overall (as of 10/5/90). Now they’re
coming home and that’s something to cheer about

HOMECOMING
SATURDAYOCT.

1 3--6:00

VS
LONG BEACH STATE
AT

SPARTAN STADIUM
Junior Outside Hitter
Dawn’s Wilson
Photo by Ken Wong

(111111111111imIrlial
f7C11,-ti4.

PM
Senior tailback
Sheldon can ley
Photo by Ron Fried

SJSU Student Tickets $5 00
SJSU Faculty Staff $8 50
Tickets available at the Event Center
fox Office or by calling 924-FANS
FRESNO STATE IS COMING NOVEMBER 17 - ORDER YOUR TICKETS NOW.
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CHINESE CUISINE - - FOOD TO GO
I41
7 3 13
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POSITIVELY

FINAL 7 DAYS!

Open Daily
I L30-9:00pm
(’Iosed Mondays

C%EII

294-3303 or 998-9427

I
db.

11%

131 E. Jackson Street
6 41o,ly Nth of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

wit A Diso
2nd Er Son Corlos
.../3(g) 998.3300

t

-Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine I
’Box Lunches To Go
’Lunch and Dinner
-Catering Available

AN’

CrPI

C1NEBAR

ea

.cr"

124ilgik

ef 0
A Drinking Person’s Bar!
Only Pool Table
Downtown!
No Drugs Or Fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

Si ,71fit

slr^’

V.

MIDNIGHT SHOW SATURDAY!
HELD OVER

T
..4-111s

ENDS THURS

4.

A DEAL ON HEELS!

LAST
7
DAYS!

Voted Best Shoe Repair by Santa Clara County Residents

TNT XXII 16111111ATIONA1 TOURITH Of

’While you wait Service"
We also repair
Briefcases & Luggage

ANIMATION

’The only guaranteed
shoe repair’

en

":11.44,14 9rowne

vtek

2
14Z33.
1T4he3 A a me O

rLADIn’ HEEffl

99¢
TO $2.99
$5 to $7 Value. 4 pair limit

upcoming
evenrs

Coupon most be presented
Expires 10/31/90i
L at time of purchase

mAirc
\diaticsdr,

...1
626 Town &Country Village
San on N mu horn A. Titt Ther,,,

249-0439

65 South First St.

213 Oakridge Mall

298-1191

281-1711

blk N /14 Ihe A.M1,1011

NorrIsinr

"Cinequest"-The San Jose Fl
October 11-14

CLUB

Four evenings of film, feasts, and fun with
film makers. All 32 films being screened c
corner of Second & San Carlos streets
For more information, call (408) 739-6238

PAPILS

San Jose Masquerade Mardi
October 27

TONIGHT

Ao.

To benefit the San Jose Jazz Society, a tot
unconventional Halloween party. At the:
8 pm. Cajun MUSIC, Jazz. food, fortune tell
and prizes! Si Din advance and at the dc
For more information call (408) 295-6099

thurs. oct. 11

FRONTIER
WIVES
& TREE

skr

"for all student biking needs"

St. Joseph Cathedral Dedicai
October 28

we

Celebrate the reopening of the restored
and the Cathedral of the Diocese of Sar
and San Fernando Streets. Special progrc
and entertainment kicks off several week
For more information. call (408) 925-0200

specialize

DOORS 8PM-SHOW 9PIM

EVERYDAY IS EARTH DAY
FREE W/STUDENT I.D.
CHEAPSHOTS $1.25
D.J. JULIUS PAPP

open till 8:30 pm school nightsl

Veterans Day Parade
November 11

131 E William St (between 3rd and 41h) 998-1618

MODERN
ENGLISH

16

ADV TIX $80t 711, -s-r
DOORS 8 SHOW 9

Commemorating the fiftieth anniversary r
the day’s events include the Spirit of Arne
skydiving team, fly-overs, exhibits, marchl
floats and more. In Plaza Pork on Market
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
ror more information. call (408) 279-9991

Bound For
Success

$10 (0, DOOR
21 & OVER

DO IT IN THE 0

wednesdays

FREE WITH STUDENT ID
HAPPY HOUR TIL 10

and much more.
spiral binding
Veloliine

I/1/0, in I

A free public opening featuring two wee
tours, music, food, and special exhibits at
McCabe Hall on San Carlos Street.
For more information. call (408) 279-7150

bikes and road bikes
ii

frit, r cr

Technology Center "Garage"
November 3-4 and 10-11

in mountain

18

THIRD
WORLD PARTY
DEEJAY DEENA BEE PLAYS REGGAE,SKA.
WORLDBEAT
COOL RUNNINS BY THE POOLSIDE
PIN THE DREAD ON THE NATTY" GAME
bring your clothes. well tie em 8 dye em
8 PM 2 AM (21 & OVER)

P

.25t starting 6
eac

Prices go up .25

II

99( Binding

rEBEI

Offer applies to spiral er VloBiod up to V truck with cue steal
cover ai participating Kink t Copy Centers Does not include copies
Sea 41114 vith any other offer One coupon pet ttlitOMOI
Good through tggy1,193g,

310 5 Third St
lAcml From McDonald.)

MODERN DJ
DANCING

Tues.-Fri. 5:3
Well drinks, draft t11

card stock covers

clear covers

(

1
sot

295-5511

295-4336
fnday9 & satu

250
HAPPY HOUR COUNTI

Kinko’s binding services lead
to a strong finish for your term papers,
theses, reports, organization matenals
Just look at your variety of choices:

481 E San Carlo. 9
(Between 100 S. 1115)

HAPPY HOUR TILL 10
FREE BEFORE 9 PM

the copy center

a

NAYS 21 & OVEROPEN FOR DINNER@ 8PM WED THRU SUN
FREE PARKING ON 2ND ST. BY NAIL GUARD BUILDING
200 N 1ST ST @ ST JAMES, SAN JOSE (408) 292 2212
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Uno’s Cares.

Yes, Uno’s cares about our nation’s number one
resource; the students of today becoming the future
f tominorrow. Uno’s cares by offering you:

EXPLORATORIUM

20% Off

Students
The Exploratorium wants you!

Pick up a Student Discount Card at either the
Cupertino or Fremont Uno’s and get 25% off your
order M-F, 2:00-5:00P.M. or 10% off anytime
(excluding alcoholic beverages).
Offer expires 6/31/91
Santa Clara
Cupertino
Fremont
Opening Soon
(408)973-1466 (415)794-3595

Unlimited free visits for six months
for $4 (way cheaper than a move!)
Your special student discount with
a valid student ID.
Open 10 AM-5 PM, Wed. -Sun.
Wednesday evenings until 9:30 PMp

CHECK IT UTI’
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WITH COUPON
20% OFF
with student, faculty, and staff ID

-1.1,
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(SS

expires 10/31/90
products: Nexus, Sebastian, KMS, Paul Mitchell, Joico, RK ,
Mastey, L’anza, Redken, Focus 21, Aveda, Rusk, Biolage.
Matrix, lmage,and Hayaski.
17 W. San Fernando St./San Jose, CA 95113

Arib
Easy to reach
Ample free parking
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The Exploratorium
3601 Lyon Street
San Francisco, CA 941’123
(415) 563-7337
FAX (415) 56
07
(Inside the Palace of Fine
e Marina ,,151n

gonvIentiv located downtown between First & Market
OPEN MON.-FRI.. 9-6 PM SAT. 9-5 PM
For Appi. call (special appts. available)
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The Annual Homecoming
SPIRIT RALLY AND YELLFEST
Friday, October 12th, at 6:45pm
Student Union Ampitheater

The Rally will feature:
Coach Stan Morrison as the MC
Presentation (( Homecoming Week Awards
Sparta Gold Dance Team
San Jose State Cheerleaders
Coach Shea and the Senior Football Players
The SJSU Pep Band
A host of student yells and chances to win prizes!
THURSDAY:
FRIDAY:
SATURDAY:

Daddy-0 (12:00 noon) -Ampitheatre
Spirit Rally/Yellfest (6:45 pm) -Ampitheatre
Tailgates (3:00pm) -South Campus
Football Game (6:00pm) -Spartan Stadium

Sign up for Homecoming events in the A.S. Business Office. The design
above will also be featured on the Homecoming T-Shirt, on sale for $8.(X) each.
Questions? Call the Homecoming Committee at 924-6243 or 924-6240

LORIGINAL C

FEATURES
mar
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MUSEUM: Development’s joint funds
came from city, redevelopment agency
From page I
the main monetary source for the
building of the new addition, said
Lori Haag of the San Jose Redevelopement Agency. There were not
any bonds issued for the museum
addition as in the Convention Center, she said. Some state and federal funds were also provided for
the museum expansion but the bulk
was paid by city tax money,
The city showed a need for further developement of the downtown, including the museum, so
the addition was jointly funded
with the redevelopment agency,
Haag said.
Many donations came from private donors including "quite a few
companies,’ according
to
Surgalski.
The historical landmark became
a museum in 1971 and reflects the
Richardsonian-Romanesque style,

which is a "type of architecture
that goes back to I think the 18th
century," Surgalksi said. The
round arches are characteristic of
this style, she said.
All parts to the old building,
which needed to be removed for
the connection from the old building to the new, were saved because
the building is a historical landmark, according to Surgalski. The
blocks are currently in the museum
basement.
The book shop will remain in
the current building and plans for a
cappuchino cafe have been proposed.
The connection of the two buildings was designed with a thick
strip of rubber, which will act as a
buffer zone in case of future earthquakes, according to Surgalski.
The 1906 earthquake damaged
the steeple of the old building, and

Boogie down

It still needs to be replaced. A design has been chosen to fill the
empty stump but money needs to
be raised, according to Surgalski.
It is a lower priority, she said.
"First we want to complete the
building. But the new steeple is
"in the works."
The museum offers a year long
student membership for $15.
which is "quite affordable for
most students," Surgalski said.
Membership to the museum includes free lectures, members*only
receptions often serving champagne and food, bi-monthly newsletters, discounts off purchases at
the museum bookstore and discounts off art school classes.
Museum membership enables
students "to keep in touch with
cultural center of San Jose,"
according to Surgalski.

Doctor claims fresco is image of brain
CHICAGO (AP) Art historia s are split over a doctor’s theory
tidat Michelangelo’s "Creation of
am" on the Sistine Chapel ceilfrig contains a huge image of a
bfrain, symbolizing God endowing
rOian with intelligence,
I
Frank Lynn Meshberger
I Dr’
contends the fresco has been misunderstood since it was created in
1512. The painting was covered
with dirt until a recent restoration,
"so it might have been difficult to
visualize a brain," he said.
The painting shows Adam and
God reaching toward one another,
arms outstretched, fingers almost
touching. God has his arm around
Eve, and angels look on. God and
the angels form the shape of the
brain. Meshberger said.
Meshberger, a gynecologist at
St. John’s Medical Center in Anderson. Ind., said in Wednesday’s
Journal of the American Medical
Association that Michelangelo intended to symbolize God giving

man intellect, rather than life, as
commonly believed.
Kathleen Weil-Garris Brandt, a
fine arts professor at New York
University and a consultant for Renaissance art at the Vatican Muscum, disputed Meshberger’s theory as a "retrofit" of his own
knowledge.
"All the elements in the image
have profound traditional roots in
the visual culture of the Renaissance and Middle Ages," she said.
"God is more than a flying brain."
Other art historians are reluctant
to dismiss the theory, noting that
artists and scientists of the time
studied sections of the brain,
Meshberger said he learned
through his research that Miche!angel had deep religious beliefs
and dissected cadavers to study the
human form for his art.
"The idea of God being equated
with the mind is quite attractive,"
said Graham Smith, who specializes in 16th-century art at the Uni-

Daily stall photographer

v u, Squires

versity of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Lynn Orr. curator of European
art at the Fine Arts Museums of
San Francisco, said, "Anybod,
can look at artwork and say, ’Oh.
that means such and such to me,’
but that’s one of the wonderful
things about art."
"I guess the thing to do now is
for a bunch of people to look at the
picture carefully to see if it really
does look like a brain," she said.
Meshberger said the theory
came to him after he dissected and
drew a brain in medical school in
1969. He said he saw a three-page
fold-out photograph of the painting
in a magazine and "had a tremendous sense of deja vu."
"I like to think of it as a brainstorm," he joked.

Randy Kreidt, a music major from California State University, Hayward, drove to

SJSU to dance and hear the band Something
Happens, which played Friday.

Spanish flamenco comes to SJSU
By Susanna Cesar
Daily stall writer

Old and new will meet gracefully Saturday night at the Center
for Performing Arts with "Flamenco Ole!" a mixture of traditional song, dance and guitar
music from Spain.
The show features 22 dancers
and singers, mainly from the Flamenco Society of San Jose, a nonprofit organization. In addition.
special guests from Spain will also
strut their stuff Saturday night.
said Anita Sheer, artistic director
of the company.
According to Sheer, the art of

Meshberger said he waited 20
years to publish an article on it because he was establishing himself
as a doctor and had little time toresearch Michelangelo.

percusive effect. There is also
alot of finger snapping and hand
clapping that add to the effect.
This performance, which will be
speckled with a rainbow of colors,
will predomiately feature the traditional style, but also includes some
new moves.
"Flamenco Fusion" is a number
which combines traditional flamenco and modern Latin American music and dance.
Flamenco Ole! can be seen Oct.
13 at 8 p.m. at the Center for Performing Arts, 255 Almaden Ave.,
$10-S18 (discounts available), call
247-7469 or 14 I 5)392-7469.

flamenco dates back to the 12th
century, and has developed
throughout the years.
"Some forms are being created
today," she said.
This ancient and complicated art
form comes from the Southern region of Spain. It combines searing
songs of the Moorish peasant, taut
poetry of Christian artisans, chants
of Hebrew cantors and rhythms
and imagery of gypsy vagabonds
to create a feast for the eyes and
ears.
The music is similiar to classical
aucustic guitar, coupled with taplike dancing and singing that create

:1

Classified
Call HOME ENTERTAINMENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

direct to was yourself
time & money, 8 em -8 pin
7 deys week, Call today
for more Into VISA MC

DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now,
Save your teeth. eyes
end money too
Cleanings and office
visit el no charge
For brochure see
A S of/Icti or call
1400-655-3225
MAKE A DIFFERENCE In the Ilfe al
mentally III person
Volunteer
your friendship 3 hr. wk Training
is provided Call 436-0606
San Jose Slate
WING CHUN KUNG FU

Call Now (4151375-8000 or
405)259-0000
WEDDING DRESS
TIARA head
pieta Never worn, White size
12 14 paid Si 000 asking 550001
best offer Call L YN 51 2400130 or
(415) 364-0116

GREEK
SPARTAN BASKETBALL FANS’ Get
your Morrison Monsters T shirt
in front of Student Union on Wed
Thurs. Fri. Mon

ACTIVISTS FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT
CAMPAIGN with
CALPIRG

rhieve quick
direct result You
will learn detaited
iheoreficel eppli

and to pass BIG GREEN"
57046300 per week
Full* pert tins
Coll JAMES at (415)323-5364

Mon and Wed 7 9prn
at SPX 202
Situ Sieve Wong
293-3644

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED

CARS. Itucks. boats. Usherors mob:shoot. by FBI IRS
DEA Aveileble your area now’
Call (005(002-7555 Eat C -I155
2 dr , 4 cyl add
shift 390 mllee. sot fni cassette
Odin Ovoner moving oversees
$5200 Ito. 736-2979

Si MUSTANG LX

COMPUTERS
COMPUTER REPAIR
Dela recovery hardware
upgrades Software con *Lilting IOW PRICES, Also
sale of eccessorNs
0114/1 COMPUTER SERVICE
420 f Santa Clara SI
between flth 11 10th Si
behind SJSU parape
Monday Friday 5 PM 9 PM
Sal Sim IOOMVPM
Call 294 1645

FOR SALE
AUTO HE Al TH IFE HOME
Stela Farm Insurance Co
MORON STAR
7101Hornilton Ave .5 J

NEEDED Part-time phone.. for political campaign No sales Evenings weekends 57 hr to start
immediate openings call Susan
al (408) 2794405

COUNSELOR DIRECT

CARE

staff
needed at last residentiel 18013
lies for young adults & doNs.
cants vs autism
related dlsablli
lies FT PT positions avail Start
56-08 250, Call 4411-3953

DISHWASHERS NEEDED’ Mon -Thor.
eves Small wage plus dinner
292-7303 DEl TA GAMMA Sorer

PRODUCT MARKETING MGT
Sports minded people needed for
Santa Clara office management
poartion
No saperleoce net
es saw), we train Call LE at 4020307

EITP for an interview
1059

ity
EARN FAST CASH TODAY,
S7 50 -515 hr
Flexible NH. tor students
no door to-door or phone.
IsIS San Carlo.

AUTO SALES
Call 292.0121,1334 S 15191 S J
SECURITY

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Call 293-8096
ask for Mitzi Herrera
Prop
103 Enforcement Cam

immediate kiterviews
Won Regular Reis*.
Full Time or Part Time

Pshitn’
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY",
COMM ANI Estate Co
looking for def. bank assistant
30 hr wort Call 436 )672

No F voodoos. Necessary
Vanguard Is loolung for
friendly people to work
at Nile secure high loch

FAST PACED RESTAURANT now hir
log lunch food *rye’s Appiy

companies

RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT
Moo Fri230 pm 4 pm 1233 Oak

BEST BENEFITS AVAILARI F
Sharp blazer uniform vermin, pay mood dent ins end
credit union
Apply .1 3212 Scott 111y0
Santa Cl.,. (Between O)crin
II Sort Tomas( 727 4865

mead Wiry Sunnyvale 245 2911
FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE
CONY
Typist Type 40 WPM Willow Glen
Area 11 /0 hr. soh Good for pre
pharmacy maps Call for ado,
266-8211
GET INTO A groat industry data S SS
communication.
Nor Spartan
Stadium Base plus huge Tom

TEACHERS AIDES SUBS’
Small World Schools
is hiring pad time
students for all types
of childcare programs
Flea.. schedules I
iota pm
early ant

mitsion Sales position no esp.
dem. necessary fle.ible hours

pcsitkrns avail immediately
Call 157 13200 units
P E recreation or
education unite ref

WOMEN WELCOME to WOMAN
owned businea.’ Call Patty or
John .1993-1111111

Call 2943042
MATTRESS SETS. New herin
105 fult $95 queen 11145 king
$1811 You gart both pieces Chest
bode daybed. bunkbed. $99 11
nitistand
up Drees*, mirror
haddboerd Four Ora bsdroorn
eel
$1911
Cher 01 dreamt*

BEDS

(41517460900
FUTONS," 1.19. selection VI die
count w 550 purr has. Bring this
ad CUSTOM FUTONS 500 S
Wincheeter 111,11 San Jose (1 2
mite south 01 2901 Call 2944161
VIDEO GAMES
WHOI !SAL F
fainter. Oarless TG Ii

AL DEFECTIVE

ICE CREAM SHOP need* cashier be
twirro 11 am) 10 pm Mon Fri
829-4217 Meridian 11 Hamilton
AVAILABLE
JOBS
Soles
imp
nearing accounting and artmini
Ration

111 iinguel
nee. English
No
tee
PERSONA at 4534505

tact the Modem Union Dints.. a
0111se

Jed.

HOUSING

Call

OOKING FOR STUDENTS
to stork On an On .Comptos
marketing predict for maid
companies Month. poroonable
and outgoing P.0011.01 earnings,
CaR Jeenine Amy at
180018112 2121

THE STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER is now hiring Work
study portion. only Please con

ROOM FOR RENT

$208 nin plus I
uttlIlles 2 block. Nom SJSU Cab
971 2519

SHARE

HOUSE’ MATURE mai* to
male 555 I 1th St parking burn
dry meltable 11350 me
,,,,, me*
Call Gory at 293 4091

Unwanted

A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
pets Me best grade
Good spelling and grammar
also help Lel this
English leacher assist
you in Improving your
O P A Foreign students

creases Call ANDY now at 193
8710
WHERE DO YOU
want to go," How.

for ARLENE’

29160/011

word processing Theses
term papers group proscts
etc All formats including
APA Laser printer Guick

TYPING

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS" Interested in forming

AAAAAA HA’
NO TIME 0 type your

Posing club, Call 2247949

Ern money for your to-eternity
sorority club or business by sell
log silk screened T-Shirry with

paper resume,
We can type II FAST and NEAT
win LOW RATE for students
As low es $2 Pad.’

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

Call now’ 941-0191 123-3056
John or Peullne

1415)962-8801

return Tronscriphon services
available Almaden Branham area
Phone 264-4504
CALL MRS MORTON at 2669446 for
EDITING A WORD PROCESSING
Of term papers reiworch prow,*

AA AH, Too many reports and Vol
enough lime, LET ME DO THE
TYPING’ Rfon
/arm pop.,

WANTED WOMEN INTERESTED in
being subiarcts lot psych lasting
with doctoral fudent Call CRO
ON al 14081924 3087

theses etc Grad II undo...
Available (lays cots A weekends
by apoi I ass, Piinter Call ANNA

SERVICES

si 972 4992

RESEARCH SERVICES

11 resumes Wiii gladly assist
o gremmar punctuation 1
ion
tend. structure Ilinowledgebie on
Tutablan APA II Campbell for

Quick turnaround
12 minutes
from campus Call KATE at Technically Typing 1408)281-0750
TEACHERS’ STUDENTS,
Work done professionally.
accurately pi/Wkly./. vrith
a smile’ Handouts earns,
fliers resumes pepers. re

EXPERIENCED FAST
WORD processors familiar
with APA Turablan formats
for reports. pipers Mews
resumes whelever Science

DEBBIE S SECRETARIAL

English Priers out specialty
FREE spellchock storage
Low-cost editing /. graphics
Cell Paul Virginia-251-0449

SERVICES
294-1833
50ty one SJSU ID
TYPING -WORD PROCESSING
Term papers reports,

FAST

ACCURATE
COMPUTER
WORDPROCESSOR Near Hamilton A Winchester Call SHIRLEY
Cl 370-3519. KATHY at 379-1188

thesis resumes
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
Call 972-1563

Sap.’ page

WORD PROCESSING
LETTER QUALITY
Printing. codes. etc,

LETTER GK./SLITS
COMPUTER PROCESSING
FREE spell chock
Help with gramme.

140617967438
CALL LINDA TODAY
for arypiwkinced professional

your Word Processing
and Graphics needs Trm papins reports theses etc LASER
PRINTER FREE grernmer spel1 punc chock Reasonable rates

punctuation check vailable
days week by appointment Call
ROI 274-3684

welcome Call BARBARA
of WRITE TYPE

Mea.o Europe US
low airfare*.
Make your Chrialmas
plans NOW,
Call 997-3017 and ask

San Carlos For more information
about activities call Rev Norb

EDITORIAI

prof...nal dependable service

chem. your TWA student discount
card now and beat Me fare in

I UTHE RAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning al 10 AM at
Campus Chrisfien Center tOth

ST -51 TO START
Weekly Pay

puncluelion grimmer assistance
All work guaranteed, Call PAM
241-2681
am4pm for worryhoe

SERVICING

SJSU for 4 yearsi high quality
term papers theses resumes lot Ion
group projects etc *PA
spelling grammar specialist

AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocNsing, Tenn papers reports, group papers resumes. NT
ter. Meese. etc Letter quality’ All
formats plus APA SPELCHEK

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS" TWA offer
Kr, oft any published fare Pur

hair removed forever Specialist
confidential Your very own probe
or dispouble Coll 247-7486 335
S Baywood Ave San Jose

EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING
Professional
(serving
typist

AFFORDABLE

TRAVEL

Judy Ryan at 298-0/04

Firnhaber

Pickup avail
EVELYN 2704014

for students $ lac ully
all
621 E CsmpbellVe
call 379-3500

Center, 10th 8 San Cerlos For
more info about other activities
call Father Mart Noisy or Siete,

14151175

BLACKBURN’.

luxury of sensuous eyes
Call by December 251990
receive a 15.. discount

PERSONALS

SALESPERSONS

WANTED
FRG
LISI1 SPANISH bi-lingual only No
experlence necessary
notable
hours
guerenleed
wages

Enhenc your natural beauty,
Have nature! looking beautiful
eyebrows-iips-cheris 11 he

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings et
6 30 & @ 00 PM Campus Christian

CLINIC"

Affordable, accurst,*
fast, Spell Gram ck sot
Close to campus

PERMANENT COSMETICS
by TRISH

295-6893

SALES-ELECTRICAL We are looking
for
limbed number of people In
run through
free isles Veining
program It accepted we will as
slat you with your resume infer
viewing skills and piedmont as
sister.. Positions are employer
paid Requires good communication skills Call BRIAN KOPP at

(415) 641-5036

2 BDRM APT 2 blocks from SJSU
Underground parking. recreation
room pool laundry room FREE
cable TV 5200 off ifit month rent
if in by OCT 1st The Village Apt.

ELECTROLYSIS

CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports, tem paper.
rmumes letters 8 more
POSTSCRIPT LASERJET

Tutoring, consultation biliographic materials and editing secu
ices Final drought preparation

SJSU-780 S 11th Street 2 Wm, 1
bath remodeled and very clean
Ample parking
$7504800 mo
Laundry on alte security building bicycle racks Call 2084157

agency today’
Phone (4151956-8023

Call 180516111-7555, est 5-1062

to strengthen the
leder& dee, air act

traditional one on
one methods Woman
end mon are
encouraged in apply

or ordskahop EVERYONE MUST
VISIT OUR one-al-a-kind

OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS FM PL OYMENT"
Many
posItion
Work a month home
month

unnecessary flashy
movements and to

technique* Lessons
are laugh, using

ACTORS
DUPONT MODEL MANAGEMENT
I. searching for all
types and ages to represent
for TV commercisl
videos catalogue and runway
work No aper or training
rag Not.. Not school

Tues

HELP WANTED

This Chinese soff
defense mystery, wa
formed to Nimbleta

cations with
practical street
tree lighting

MODELS

Papers. resumes &more
Call CECILIA 51223-6102
i Word processing Slab.
$1 SO pegs whichever is less,

Reasoned. stet
Minimum 12 per page
Call RA.. at 2384759

WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
Resumes I otters Reports
Reasonable Rates
Laser Printing
P U A Der Cover all areas of

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING
125 wpm’ Quality gist solved
Competitive ryles T.frn papery
!ape
transcription
resuMN
the.* legal papers mailing lists
graphics
etc
Call
964.5203
today’

banjo.. Campbell II
Sent. Clara
Call for fros Wins.

PROFESSIONAL

TYPING
wordpro
...sing’ Close to campus Fast
turnaround Please cell 292-4006

2234331

SANTA CLARA EDITORIAL

moos,

Attention ENGINEERING
Nudents and non.native
speakers’ Let me help

ilr

you with resumes lottery
and reports Very mesonsbN Technical aiming
background Please cell

Equip used Word Period
HPL *sr Pr011 Compd.’s.*
tluSin. expw.nc
S former
English maior WILLOW GI EN

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’

Read the Daily
Then
Recycle

(4081249-8466

4.11611RIMISIMSMISIMIMIMMNESIMSIMORIIIIMIIMM11111111M1

isol,

Print Your Ad Here
IC0110! ,ity,rovrnitolv 2:7 Inttrrc

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

one
Day
3 Lines $500
Lines $600
5 Lines $700
Shoes $800
; ar n Additional
4

Two
Three Four
Days
Days
Days
$600 $670 $ 7 40
$670 $740 $ 8 10
$740 $810 $ 8 80
$.8 70 $940 $10 10
Line $1 00

Five
Days
$ 8 00
$ 8 BO
$ 964)
$1080

.1011

I
I
I
I
I
I

tr,

Each
Extra
Day
$1 50
$2 00
$3 00
$3 50

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-9 Lines $70 00
10-14 t mes $90 00
15.19 Lines $11000

Pnnt Name
Address

*Each
All

nas 23 spaces available mcludng spaces ancl uoxi,,alons
rlasylvtd
setkents rkusl be Rd tor n advance

city

State

(4011)924-3277
Enclosed

$

or

Circle SCIassrlicatioe
Announcements

Greek

SE,/ 6.PS

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers

Housoq

Travel

A nund
Personal

Typing

F Of Sale

loll

=1160.1=MOMMilinnEl

SEND CHECK MONEY

lI
Classified elk LocatKiins,pe

*Le If

ORCASH TO
SPARTAN DAIL Y CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University

Deadline Two days prior to publicatoor’
Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose. California 95192-0149

No refunds on cancelled ads

MIMINOMMIMENIUMMMI=MMIM=Mitin

II
I
1
I
I

SPORTS
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Football’s Top 25
Associated Press
The Top Twenty rue learns ri the ASSOCUISO Press
’490 college football poll with hat-place votes in parentheses records Through Sept 29 total pants based
in 25 points for a hut-place vote through one point for
d 25th-place vote, and last week $ rankings
Point’ Pvt.
Team
Recede
1.453
3
4
1
5-0-0
2 Virginia (14)

1 Michigan (34)

3-1-0

3 Miami. Fla (6)
4 Oklahoma (1)
5 Tennessee (1)
6 Auburn
7 Nebraska (2)
8 Notre Dame
9 Florida (1)
10 Florida Si
it Illinois
12 Houston (1)
13 Brigham Young

3-1-0

5-0-0
3-0-2
3-0-1
5-0-0
3-1-0
5-0-0
4-1-0
3-1-0
4-0-0

14 Colorado
15
16
17 . Washington

5-1-0
4-1-0

1.235
1.176
1.145
1,122
1.017
993
796
763
751
705
690
667

4-1-0
4-0-0
4-1-0
4-1-0
4-1-0
4-0-0
6-0-0
4-1-0

648
451
424
395
319
212
132
93

3-1-0

86

Clemson
Southern Cal
Georgia Tech
Oregon
Texas A&M

18
19
20
21 Arizona
22.

Dan Ocampo

SJSU quarterback Ralph Martini, handing off
to star tailback Sheldon Canley against Cal, is

Daily staff photographer

ys arming up for George Allen’s Long Beach
Stale Forty’ Niners.

Spartans are facing an improved
Allen-led Long Beach State team
By Bill Williamson
Daily staff writer

Long before he suited up in an
SJSU uniform, Everett Lampkins
used to run around his hometown
of Washington. D.C. pretending
he played for George Allen and his
beloved Washington Redskins.
When Lampkins heard that
Allen, a hero of his, was hired as
the head coach of Big West Conference foe Long Beach State. he
braced himself for the opportunity
to play against a "legend."
But when Lampk ins had arthroscopic knee surgery last month, the
linebacker’s chances of being on
the same field as Allen disappered.
"Since I can’t play. for him or
against him, I want to at least
shake his hand.’ ’ Lampkins said.
Although he won’t play. Lampkins should he able to accomplish
his goal of meeting Allen. when
the coach brings his Long Beach
State team to Spartan Stadium Saturday night to face the Spartans.
Despite the Forty Niner’s 3-3 record (2-1 in conference) Allen. 72,
remains the only noteworthy name
on the Long Beach roster.
The oldest prominent head
coach in all of football is coaching
his first team since his retirement
from the Arizona Wranglers of the
USFI. in 1984. In his sixth decade
in coaching. Allen is best remembered as the morale-king of the
NFL. In the ’60s and ’70s, he
headed both the Redskins and the
Los Angeles Rams.
Allen, whose appearance is
strikingly similar to Ronald Reagan’s. was known as a coaching
renagade. He did things most
coaches wouldn’t if their jobs depended on it. He made a habit of
finding older, unwanted players.
and rescued their careers enhanced
by his rah -rah exterior. Allen was
one of the true characters of football.
Last December the sports workl
got another chance in see the man
who headed the "Over The Hill
Gang.- when Allen made a shocking comeback of his own when he
argeed to become the coach at
Long Beach State.
But reviving the Forty Niner
program won’t he nearly as easy as
rejuvenating a 36-sear old line
hacker
"I 144,1, this Oh because ever’, Inc said 11 NA as an impossihilii% .
Allen said. -We’re trying to s.oc
this program.’
Even with Mr. Motivation, the
program still may sink like an
anchor dropped from the nearby

Stanford runner
player of week
WALNUT CRI Hs (AP)
Stanford fullback Tommy VardelI
who led Stanford to a 36-31 ups,,
of top-ranked Notre Dame, h.,
been named Pac- 10 Player of tia
Week.
Vardell. a junior from El Cajon.
scored four times on one-yard
plunges and also recovered a fumbled punt to set up a Stanford
touchdown, lie has rushed for 11
touchdowns in five games this sea
son.
Defensive honors went Monday
to Arizona cornerback Darryl
Lewis who picked off a UCLA
pass in Arizona’s 28-21 win over
UCLA. He returned the pass for 70
yards and the winning score with
50 seconds left. Lewis is the first
player to receive the honor twice
this season.

Queen Mary.
The school has endured budget
and inspiration dilemmas in recent
years, plus the team just hasn’t
been productive.
In the three seasons prior to this.
the Forty Niners had a combined
record of 11-24. The team hasn’t
won more than six games since
1983 - when their new coach became eligible for Social Security.
"Hiring George was a good.
hold move." Spartan coach Terry
Shea said. "It will give them *a
chance to resurrect that program.
Hiring someone with Allen’s history is much better than hiring
someone who doesn’t have the
qualifications." ,
Allen is definitely qualified. The
man who started his coaching career at Morningside College in
1948 thought he would he prepared
for any football position in the
game.
Why wouldn’t he? lie has experience in high school, small college. Division I college, and two
professional leagues. But Long
Beach State is a different situation
that even the animated Allen
couldn’t predict.
"I’m in the middle of writing
my autobiography. and when I accepted this job. Long Beach was
going to be chapter 14 - a small
chapter in my life." he said. "But
now chapter 14 is getting bigger
and bigger ... so much is happening here."
Most of the excitement is happening off the field, especially
with the media following the coach
around like a child running after an
ice cream truck.
-We have so many problems
here getting through by day-today." Allen said. "It’s hard to
concentrate on football."

Things like getting a stadium
built for the team, and recruiting
such celebrity friends as Frank Sinatra to help fund the propasal.
Life at Long Beach State is a tad
different for RFK Stadium. When
the Forty Niners have home
games. the team has to dress at
home or the school’s weight room
then take a bus to the stadium befoer the contest.
Allen said the team’s bugdet is
in such poor shape. ("We have
more problems here than the Bank
of England") that the team keeps a
watchful eye on its footballs.
"Before the New Mexico State
game last week we had three footballs but we lost one." he said.
"Now we owe them one.
But despite all the sacrifices and
frustration. Allen said he is happy
to be part of the Long Beach cause.
He added that he wasn’t brought in
just as a publicity stunt and for finiacial gain Allen is the coach
to help the team win again.
After beginning his comeback
with a 59-0 trashing by Clemson.
the squad rebounded, winning its
last three games. Allen said his
first Forty Niner win. 28-7 over
Pacific. was a highlight in his
eventful life.
"It was hinter than winning in
the NEL,’ he said. "These guys
are starving for success. They remind me of is man in the desert
who hasn’t had water in a month
... But unless we play over our
heads we can’t heat nobody."
Although Allen doesn’t sound
like the optimist that he was in
Washington, he still has an aura of
genius to Lampkins.
"hing Beach will he successful
under coach Allen." Lampkin,
said. "He has the skill and experl.
ence to rebuild their program. -

($2 PER PERSON BETWEEN 9PM & 1
HOURLY DRINK SPECIALS

9
7

6
5
8

1
10
2
13
13
11

12
16
15
17
23
22
19
25

Other receiving votes Texas 76 Ohio Si 47 Texas
Christian 43 &enter 25. Michigan St 24 Syracuse 16
South Carolina 15 Alabama 5 Toledo 4 Arkansas 3 Caltorn* 3 Louisville 3. Missouri 3 Colorado Si 2 Penn St 2
5 Mistseppi 2 LSU 1 N tenors 1

Spartan

offensive

defensive

statistics
Rushing

statistics
Linebackers

Att. Yds,
Nam_
170 647
Canley
26 117
Barbosa
41
8
Vargas
8
29
Hawthorne
2
18
Jackson
8
Lee
2
2
Brooks
2
3 (-11)
Jordan
36 1-191
Martini
225 704
SJSU

Avg. TO LG
3,8
6
51
1
17
4.4
1
1e
51
1
10
3.6
14
9.0
0
0
3
3.0
4
0
10
1
1TD
1-3,7)
17
1-051
1
Si
32 10

No. Yds.
354
27
Blackmon
267
Brooks. Jr. 18
170
15
Canley
151
12
Barbosa
150
12
Wakes
12
131
Charlton
153
11
Jackson
10
213
Burnett
2
28
Sarlatte
20
2
litiWthorne
121 1637
SJSU

Ava. TO LG
3 65
13 1
14 8
1 44
1 5310
11.3
721D
1
126
125
1 35
0 18
109
I 23
139
213
2 67
140
0 15
0 12
100
135 12 7211)

SK
Name
0
Bleisch
5
Powers
3
Vaodi
0
Smith
S
Brua’man 0

PO TO Int
Yds
1509 55 1
11 5
1
0
93 500
35 500
0
1
8
5
1337 574

1
0
1
0
0

7
7
6
3
0

14
13
12
0
1

Tot
47
45
28
22
22
21
6
5
4
2

Tot
21
20
18
3
1

Defensive Backs
MOW
WCalsahrlon
C. Thomas
Calcagno
P. Franklin
Thomas
F. Smith
Jensen
Hareilton
E. Franklin
latzhoter

E.

Passing
Name Como, Alt
Martini
114 207
6
12
Jordan
Canlev
1
2
SJSU
108 188

AT
14
15
13
8
13
7
2
2
0
0

Defensive Linemen
ASK UT AT

Receiving
Nemo

SK ASK UT
NAM
33
2
5
ffieber
30
2
Scialabba 2
I
15
1
Clarke
14
2
6
Mayo
0
9
2
Lampkins
14
1
2
Burnham
0
4
0
Forrest
3
0
0
Lreegood
4
0
Stuen’berg 0
2
0
0
Creeney

I NIT

SoK U1 oT

AT

0
1
1
1
0
I
0
0
0
0

4 20
0 16
0 16
7
0
8
0
6
0
3
0
0
2
0
1
2
0

15
12
10
4
2
3
0
1
2
0

Tot
42
35
28
26
11
10
9
3
3
3

Notre Dame
’close
to suicide’
SOUTH BEND, Ind I AP)
h I
_aloe
How does Notre D
.1 le’. div
Holtz feel after ha’.
to absorb the Irish los, hi Sianforst.’
"One step from suicide." the
coach says.
Notre Dame may has Nee it
enough self-destruct in .Mer
Irish fumbled away three punt. hi
Stanford, two of which were converted to scores in the Cardinal%
36-31 victory.
So Holly’s thoughts turn instead
to Saturday’s game against Air
Force (3-3) and a chance to revise
his team’s fortunes.
"I really and truly have not
thought about sleep. about eating.
about ratings or anything else." he
said Fuesda). "All I’m concerned
about is our football team and how
we’re going to turn this thing
around.’’
And he’s stopped thinking about
his hopes for a second national
championship.

44/

fr
qa,kIi ii.

CA11
1

Eetday a

Come help us celebrate our c
First Birthday
October 13 - 19
Drawings Prizes

Drink Specials

TACO TUESDAY - 250 Tacos
WING’N’WEDNESDAY - $1 for every 10 wings
THURSDAY FAJITA RITA NIGHT
$1 Fajitas, $1 Margaritas

.Fj ma-/1.--o"’"’--_.
FOR FUN, FOOD, FRIENDS & FROGS
1600 S. Saratoga Ave. Westgate Mall (408) 376 0194

NORTHERN TELECOM.
THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE IT FOR
ENTERPRISING SPARTANS.
When ((coma to preparing for your future, you didn’t settle for on ordinary college. You selected
San Jose State University. And now, after all those years of hard work to eorn your degree you’re
not about to settle for on ordinary career.
Congratulations.
Now you’re ready to join the Spartans who, upon graduating, answered our coil for innovators,
risk-takers ond achievers. Engineers and Computer Scientists who ore thriving on being change.
makers in on environment of constantly changing technology. Business and financial wizards who
are focused on our growth rate of 300% in less than a decode. Proven professionals and
enterprising new graduates united in on open forum for the most innovative minds in the telecommunications industry.

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT

WE’LL
PAY YOU!!

Indiana
23. Wyoming
24 Mississippi
25. Iowa

4-1-0
4-10

384

1.324
1,244

Spartan

Please stop by our information session on
Thursday, October 11, in the Guadalupe Room,
Student Union from 12:30 PM - 2:00 PM.
PM)

Career and Co-op interviews will be held on
Friday, October 12,
in the Career Planning and Placement Office.
SANTA CLARA is Northern Telecom’s Meridian Business Systems Division. Here, we develop and
manufacture premiere networking PBX systems like the Meridian-1. You will have the advantage of
working with our technical professionals on sloteof-the-ort technology and just-in-time
manufacturing. Send your resume and a copy of your transcripts to: Northern Telecom, Attn:
College Recruiting, 2305 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054.

II
PRESENTS

A NIGHTMARE ON
STEVENS CREEK
FEATURING

DJ "FREDDIE" RICK PRESTON

SPINNING MODERN MADNESS
ENTER DEEP DOWN INTO 7,000 So FT OF
MODERN TECHNOLOGY UNDER 1 50,000 WATTS
OF SCREAMING LIGHTS AND SOUND

MOUNTAIN VIEW is proud of being port of Northern Telecom’s worldwide switching leadership
As members of the Meridian Business Systems Technology Division, we’re designing and
developing new applications for our Meridian-1 integrated services networks, and how to I, ep p rI,.
industry’s most advanced business communications products technologically ahead of the
competition. Send your resume and a copy of your transcripts to Northern Telecom, Attn:
College Recruiting, 685A East Middlefield Road, Mountain View, CA 94039-7277.
Whichever location you select, you’ll shore the rewards of Northern Telecom’s commitment to
encouraging and rewarding individual achievement, from excellent salaries and comprehensive
benefits, to the challenging environment of a rapidly-growing world class company. An equal
opportunity employer, M/F/H/V.
.A.N00
of s - ri’t
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4400 STEVENS CREEK BLVD
SAN JOSE . 408-985-9533
NEXT TO 14111110.AN QUAD THCAillt
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